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Abstract
Lurking variables represent hidden information, and preclude a full
understanding of phenomena of interest. Detection is usually based on
serendipity – visual detection of unexplained, systematic variation. How-
ever, these approaches are doomed to fail if the lurking variables do not
vary. In this article, we address these challenges by introducing formal hy-
pothesis tests for the presence of lurking variables, based on Dimensional
Analysis. These procedures utilize a modified form of the Buckingham pi
theorem to provide structure for a suitable null hypothesis. We present an-
alytic tools for reasoning about lurking variables in physical phenomena,
construct procedures to handle cases of increasing complexity, and present
examples of their application to engineering problems. The results of this
work enable algorithm-driven lurking variable detection, complementing
a traditionally inspection-based approach.
1 Introduction
Understanding the relationship between inputs (variables) and outputs (re-
sponses) is of critical importance in uncertainty quantification (UQ). Relation-
ships of this sort guide engineering practice, and are used to optimize and certify
designs. UQ seeks to quantify variability, whether in a forward or inverse sense,
in order to enable informed decision making and mitigate or reduce uncertainty.
The first step in this practice is to choose the salient responses or quantities
of interest, and identify the variables which affect these quantities. However,
efforts to quantify and control uncertainty will be thwarted if critical variables
are neglected in the analysis – if lurking variables affect a quantity of interest.
Lurking variables are, by definition, confounding. Examples include unno-
ticed drift of alignment in laser measurements, unmeasured geometry differences
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between articles in a wind tunnel, and uncontrolled temperature fluctuations
during materials testing. Such variables are called lurking if they affect a stud-
ied response, but are unaccounted for in the analysis. More explicitly, there
exist p variables which affect some quantity of interest; a subset of these are
known, while the remainder are said to be lurking variables.[6] Such lurking vari-
ables represent a pernicious sort of uncertainty – a kind of unknown unknown.
Whether studying a closed-source black-box simulation code or a physical ex-
periment, the presence of unaccounted factors will stymie the development of
understanding.
As a historical example, consider the 1883 work of Osborne Reynolds [22]
on the flow of a viscous fluid through a pipe. Reynolds studied the effects of
the fluid density, viscosity, bulk velocity, and pipe diameter on pressure losses.
He found that for certain physical regimes, these variables were insufficient to
describe the observed variability. Through domain-specific knowledge, Reynolds
was able to deduce that the surface roughness of the pipes accounted for the
unexplained behavior, a deduction that was confirmed and thoroughly studied
in later works.[18]
While the lurking variable issue Reynolds encountered generalizes to other
settings, his solution technique certainly does not. Ideally, one would like a strat-
egy for identifying when lurking variables affect a studied response. While the
issue of lurking variables has received less attention in the Uncertainty Quantifi-
cation community, Statisticians have been grappling with this issue for decades:
Joiner [14] recommends checking “a variety of plots of the data and the resid-
uals” as tools to combat lurking variables. Such graphical inspection-based
approaches are foundationally important. However, in the case where a lurking
variable is fixed in value for the duration of the experiment, even the most
careful graphical inspection (of this sort) is doomed to fail in detecting it. An
analyst would ideally like to be able to check whether the observed relationship
between response and predictors is consistent with the a priori assumption of
no lurking variables. In general, no structure exists to frame such a hypoth-
esis. However, in the context of a physical experiment, Dimensional Analysis
provides the means to impose such structure.
This structure is provided by the Buckingham pi theorem, a consequence of
dimensional homogeneity that applies to all physical systems.[5, Ch. 0] Dimen-
sional Analysis begins with a priori information about the physical system –
the variables’ physical dimensions – and imposes a constraint on the allowable
functional form relating predictors and response. Palmer [19] colorfully refers
to Dimensional Analysis as a means “to get something for nothing”. However,
Dimensional Analysis hinges on correct information; Albrecht et al. [3] write in
the context of experimental design that “the scientist must know, a priori, the
complete set of independent variables describing the behavior of a system. If
the independent variables are misspecified (e.g., if one variable is missing), the
results of the Dimensional Analysis experiment may be completely unusable.”
It is this failure mode we aim to address. The key insight of the present work
is to leverage the Buckingham pi theorem as testable structure.
In this work, we present a procedure for null-hypothesis significance test-
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ing of the presence of lurking variables. This procedure is based on a formal
truth model derived from Dimensional Analysis, which includes all relevant fac-
tors. This idea has been pursued in other works; Pearl and Bareinboim [20]
present nonparametric structural equations models that incorporate so-called
‘exogenous variables’, with an eye towards generality. We restrict attention to
dimensional lurking variables, in order to impose testable structure and develop
a detection procedure. Previous work has explored model choices which respect
dimensional homogeneity, such as the additive power-law model of Shen and Lin
[23]. We avoid specific model choices, and instead work with the fundamental
properties of dimensionally homogeneous relationships. Shen and Lin highlight
an important advantage of Dimensional Analysis; namely, its ability to provide
meaningful insight into physical variables, even ones which are fixed in value.
They note “with the help of (Dimensional Analysis), the effect of these physi-
cal constants can be automatically discovered and incorporated into the results
without actually varying them.” It is this property which enables our procedure
to avoid reliance on serendipity, and detect lurking variables which are fixed in
value. Furthermore, below we develop the analysis and methods to choose to
fix a predictor, and perform detection in the face of such pinned variables.
An outline of this article is as follows. Section 2 provides an overview of
Dimensional Analysis and derives a testable form of the Buckingham pi theorem
for lurking variable detection. Section 3 reviews Stein’s lemma and Hotelling’s
T 2 test, which form the statistical basis for our procedures. Section 4 combines
Dimensional Analysis with hypothesis testing for a lurking variable detection
procedure, and provides some guidance on sampling design and power consid-
erations. Section 5 demonstrates this procedure on a number of engineering-
motivated problems, while Section 6 provides concluding remarks. The results
of this paper are to enable algorithm-driven detection of lurking variables, ca-
pabilities which lean not on expert experience or serendipity, but rather on an
automated, data-driven procedure.
2 Dimensional Analysis
Dimensional Analysis is a fundamental idea from physics. It is based on a simple
observation; the physical world is indifferent to the arbitrary unit system we
define to measure it. A unit is an agreed-upon standard by which we measure
physical quantities. In the International System of units, there are seven such
base units: the meter pmq, kilogram pkgq, second psq, ampere pAq, kelvin pKq,
mole pmolq and candela pcdq.[27] All other derived units may be expressed in
terms of these seven quantities; e.g. the Newton kg ¨m{s2. The choice of base
units is itself arbitrary, and constitutes a choice of a class of unit system.
Contrast these standard-defined units with dimensions. Units such as the
meter, kilogram, and second are standards by which we measure length (L),
mass (M), and time (T ). Barenblatt [5, Ch. 1] formally defines the dimension
function or dimension as “the function that determines the factor by which the
numerical value of a physical quantity changes upon passage from the original
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system of units to another system within a given class”. Engineers commonly
denote this dimension function by square brackets; e.g. for a force F , we have
rF s “ M1L1T´2. For such a quantity, rescaling the time unit by a factor c
rescales F by a factor c´2. Note that the dimension function is required to be a
power-product, following from the principle of absolute significance of relative
magnitude.[7, Ch. 2] A quantity with non-unity dimension is called a dimen-
sional quantity, while a quantity with dimension unity is called a dimensionless
quantity. To avoid confusion with dimension in the sense of number of variables,
we will use the term physical dimension for the dimension function.
Note that dimensional quantities are subject to change if one modifies their
unit system (See Remark 8). Since the physical world is invariant to such capri-
cious variation, it must instead depend upon dimensionless quantities, which
are invariant to changes of unit system. The formal version of this statement is
the Buckingham pi theorem.[8]
2.1 The Buckingham pi theorem
In what follows, we use unbolded symbols for scalars, bolded lowercase symbols
for vectors, and bolded uppercase letters for matrices. Given a dimensionless
quantity of interest (qoi) pi “ fpzq P R affected by factors z P Rp with r ě 0
independent physical dimensions (to be precisely defined below) among a total
of d ě r physical dimensions, this physical relationship may be re-expressed as
pi “ fpzq,
“ ψppi1, . . . , pip´rq, (1)
where the pii are independent dimensionless quantities, and ψ is a new function of
these pii alone. This leads to a simplification through a reduction in the number
of variables. Some physical quantities are inherently dimensionless, such as
angles.[27, Table 3] However, most dimensionless quantities pii are formed as
combinations of dimensional quantities zj in the form of a power-product
pii “
pź
j“1
z
vij
j , (2)
where vi P Rp. The elements of vi are chosen such that rpiis “ 1.
Valid dimensionless quantities are defined by the nullspace of a particular
matrix, described here. LetD P Rdˆp be the dimension matrix for the p physical
inputs z “ pz1, . . . , zpqT and d physical dimensions necessary to describe them.
Note that in the SI system, we have d ď 7.[27] The introduction ofD allows for a
linear algebra definition of r; we have r “ RankpDq, and so r ď d. Similarly, the
pii are independent in a linear algebra sense, with the dimensionless quantities
defined by their respective vectors vi.
The columns of D define the physical dimensions for the associated vari-
able. For example, if z1 “ ρF is a fluid density with physical dimensions
rρF s “ M1L´3, and we are working with d “ 3 dimensions pM,L, T q, then
ρF ’s corresponding column in D will be d1 “ p`1,´3,`0qT . For convenience,
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we introduce the dimension vector operator dp¨q, which returns the vector of
physical dimension exponents; e.g. dpρF q “ d1 above. Note that the dimen-
sion vector operator is only defined with respect to a dimension matrix. The
nullspace of D defines the dimensionless quantities of the physical system.
One may regard vectors in the domain (Rp) of D as defining products of
input quantities; suppose we expand our example to consider the inputs for
Reynolds’ problem of Rough Pipe Flow, consisting of a fluid density ρF , viscos-
ity µF , and (bulk) velocity UF , flowing through a pipe with diameter dP and
roughness lengthscale1 P . We then have the dimension matrix considered in
Table 1.
Dimension ρF UF dP µF P
Mass (M) 1 0 0 1 0
Length (L) ´3 1 1 ´1 1
Time (T) 0 ´1 0 ´1 0
Table 1: Dimension matrix for Rough Pipe Flow.
The vector v ” p`1,`1,`1,´1,`0qT lies in the nullspace of D for Rough
Pipe Flow, and may be understood as the powers involved in the product Re “
ρ1FU
1
F d
1
Pµ
´1
F 
0
P ; this is a form of the Reynolds number, a classic dimensionless
quantity from fluid mechanics.[30] We elaborate on this example below.
2.2 Illustrative example
In this section, we consider an example application of Dimensional Analysis
to illustrate both its application, and the class of problem our procedures are
designed to solve. We consider the physical problem of Rough Pipe Flow; that
is, the flow of a viscous fluid through a rough pipe, visually depicted in Figure
1.
In his seminal paper, Osborne Reynolds [22] considered the effects of the
fluid bulk velocity UF , density ρF , and viscosity µF , as well as the pipe diame-
ter dP on qualitative and quantitative behavior of the resulting flow. To apply
Dimensional Analysis, one must first write down the physical dimensions of the
variables, as shown in Table 2. This dimension matrix has a one-dimensional
nullspace, for which the vector p1, 1, 1,´1qT is a basis. The corresponding di-
mensionless quantity is ρFUF dF {µF , which was first considered by Reynolds in
his 1883 work.
Reynolds found that his own data collapsed to a one dimensional function
against this dimensionless quantity (Fig. 1), and so applied his findings to the
data of Henry Darcy. Darcy had considered a number of pipes of different
1Roughness lengthscale is a measure of surface roughness of the interior of a pipe; it is
often considered a material property.[18]
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Figure 1: Schematic for Rough Pipe Flow (left) and Reynolds original 1883 data
(right). Osborne Reynolds constructed pipes of varying diameter and modified
the fluid velocity and temperature conditions (affecting viscosity); his origi-
nal data is non-dimensionalized and plotted against the Dimensional Analysis-
predicted dimensionless variable in the right panel. The data approximately
collapse to a one-dimensional function of the Reynolds number, demonstrating
the simplifying power of Dimensional Analysis. Note that in laminar condi-
tions (Re Æ 3000), the Poiseuille equation is a good model for the response,
while behavior changes dramatically in turbulent conditions.[30] After the tur-
bulent onset, the relative roughness P {dP affects the response, which Reynolds
observed not in his data, but in that of Henry Darcy.[18]
Dimension ρF UF dP µF
Mass (M) 1 0 0 1
Length (L) ´3 1 1 ´1
Time (T) 0 ´1 0 ´1
Table 2: Dimension matrix for Rough Pipe Flow, neglecting roughness.
materials, and Reynolds found he needed to apply a correction term in order to
bring the different datasets into agreement. Reynolds noted
“Darcy’s pipes were all of them uneven between the gauge points, the glass
and the iron varying as much as 20 per cent.(sic) in section. The lead were
by far the most uniform, so that it is not impossible that the differences in
the values of n may be due to this unevenness. But the number of joins and
unevenness of the tarred pipes corresponded very nearly with the new cast iron,
and between these there is a very decided difference in the value of n. This must
be attributed to the roughness of the cast iron surface.”
Reynolds correctly deduced the significance of the pipe roughness using prior
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experience, but did not include a variable to represent it in his 1883 work. One
may regard roughness P as a lurking variable in Reynolds’ original setting.
Reynolds manufactured two pipes (Pipe No. 4 and Pipe No. 5) of varying
diameter but the same material, varying dP but leaving P fixed. This fea-
ture of the experiment would have rendered lurking variable detection via the
usual approaches impossible. Could an experimentalist have detected the lurk-
ing roughness through a statistical approach? We will provide evidence of an
affirmative answer through the examples below, but first provide some intuition
for how such a procedure is possible.
Note that considering all the salient factors for Rough Pipe Flow yields
the dimension matrix shown in Table 1. This matrix has a two-dimensional
nullspace, for which an acceptable basis is tp1, 1, 1,´1, 0qT , p0,´1, 0, 0, 1qT u.
These vectors correspond respectively to the Reynolds number and the rela-
tive roughness P {dP .[18] Note that in Reynolds’ setting, the observed variables
are tρF , UF , dP , µF u while the sole lurking variable is P . In this case there is
only one predicted dimensionless quantity, and so naive Dimensional Analysis
suggests the response is one-dimensional in Re. However, the true physical re-
lationship depends additionally on the relative roughness P {dP ; this results in
additional variability due to dP , and in two-dimensional behavior unpredicted
by Dimensional Analysis on the observed variables alone. One could attempt
to perform visual inspection based on the predicted dimensionless quantities;
however, we will instead build a formal hypothesis test. Below, we present a
modified version of Buckingham pi, first shown by Constantine et al.[10] This
provides a sufficient dimension reduction based on a priori knowledge, contin-
gent on the absence of lurking variables.[2] This is the key to our lurking variable
detection strategy.
2.3 The Pi Subspace and lurking variables
The effect of the log operator is to turn power-products into linear combinations.
If we define x ” logpzq P Rp, with the log (and exp to follow) interpreted in the
elementwise sense, we may rewrite the Buckingham pi theorem as
pi “ fpzq,
“ ψppi1, . . . , pip´rq,
“ ψ1pV Txq,
(3)
where ψ1pξq “ ψpexppξqq, and V P Rpˆpp´rq is a basis for the nullspace of D.
Let RpAq denote the columnspace of a matrix A. The subspace RpV q is known
from D; if all the physical inputs z have been correctly identified, then D is
known a priori. Suppose that pi is measured via some noisy instrument. Then
pi “ ψ1pV Txq ` 1. If we assume 1 to be unbiased, we have
pi|x „ pi|V Tx; (4)
that is, RpV q is a sufficient dimension reduction.[2] Intuitively, a subspace is
sufficient if it captures all available information about a qoi; moving orthogonal
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to V results in no change to pi outside random fluctuations. Since RpV q is
determined from the Buckingham pi theorem, we call it the pi subspace. Note
that while the pi subspace is uniquely determined by D, the matrix V must be
chosen. Selecting an appropriate V is certainly of interest; both in engineering
[12] and statistical circles [23]. However, in what follows we need only RpV q,
so the precise choice of V is not an issue we consider in this work.
Of greater import in this discussion is the choice of x (equivalently z). An
analyst chooses the relevant physical quantities based on previous experience
or intuition. Previous experience may fail to generalize, and intuition can be
faulty. In these cases, even an experienced investigator may fail to identify
all the relevant factors, and may instead consider pE ă p observed or exposed
variables xE P RpE , leaving out p´pE lurking variables xL P Rp´pE . Note that
the ordering of variables in x is arbitrary; we assume an ordering and write
xT “ pxTE ,xTLq. (5)
The analyst varies xE in order to learn about the functional dependence of
the qoi on these exposed variables. In practice, the analyst is aware of xE
and their physical dimensions DE P RdˆpE , but is totally ignorant of xL and
their physical dimensions DL P Rdˆpp´pEq. The full dimension matrix is then
D “ rDE ,DLs. In such a setting, the analyst would derive an incorrect pi
subspace corresponding to V 1E P RpEˆppE´rEq, where DEV 1E “ 0. This is a
recognized issue in the study of Dimensional Analysis.[24] In the case where
RpV 1Eq Ğ RpV q, the derived subspace will not be sufficient. Note that the
Buckingham pi theorem constrains the gradient of our qoi to live within the pi
subspace; we may use this fact to provide diagnostic information.
Note that
∇Txpi “ p∇TxEpi,∇TxLpiq. (6)
Since D∇xpi “ 0, we have
DE∇xEpi “ ´DL∇xLpi. (7)
Equation (7) demonstrates that the vector of physical dimensions of the ex-
posed variables matches that of the lurking variables. Furthermore, the left-
hand side of (7) is composed of known (or estimable) quantities. If DE∇xEpi
is nonzero, it signals that 1) a lurking variable exists, and 2) it possesses phys-
ical dimensions aligned with DL∇xLpi. In the Rough Pipe Flow example, the
entries of DE∇xEpi correspond to Mass, Length, and Time, respectively. Thus
if DE∇xEpi “ p0, c, 0T q, a lurking lengthscale affects the qoi. The information
provided is richer than a simple binary detection; we can gleam some physical
information about the lurking variable. To capitalize on this observation, we
will base our detection procedure on estimating the gradient of our quantity of
interest.
There are important caveats to note. We may have DL “ 0 (i.e. the zL
are dimensionless), or we may have dimensional inputs but ∇xLpi ‰ 0 with
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DL∇xLpi “ 0 (i.e. the lurking variables form a dimensionless quantity). The
latter case is unlikely; this occurs when the analyst truly does not know much
about the problem at hand. The former case is more challenging – natural
physical quantities exist that are inherently dimensionless, such as angles. To
combat these issues, an analyst may choose to decompose such dimensionless
quantities in terms of other dimensional ones; an angle may be considered a
measure between two vectors, so an analyst may introduce lengthscales that
form the desired angle. However, this requires intimate understanding of the
failure mode, and does not address the fundamental issue. In the case where such
an unknown is dimensionless, detection must be based on some other principle,
as Dimensional Analysis will not be of help.
2.4 Non-dimensionalization
Rarely is a measured qoi dimensionless; usually, a dimensionless qoi must be
derived via non-dimensionalization. Given some dimensional qoi q, we form
the non-dimensionalizing factor via a product of the physical input factors
exppuTxq “ śpi“1 zuii , such that dpqq “ dpśpi“1 zuii q. We then form the di-
mensionless qoi via
pipxq “ qpxq
pź
i“1
z´uii ,
“ qpxq expp´uTxq.
(8)
One may determine an acceptable non-dimensionalizing factor by solving the
linear system
dpqq “Du. (9)
If (9) possesses no solution, then no dimensionally homogeneous relationship
among the qoi and proposed variables exists. Since the physical world is required
to be dimensionally homogeneous, we conclude that lurking variables must affect
the qoi. Bridgman [7, Ch. 1] illustrates this point through various examples.
More commonly, Equation (9) will possess infinite solutions; however, under
sensible conditions (Sec. 8.1), there exists a unique u˚ that is orthogonal to the
pi subspace, i.e. V Tu˚ “ 0. This is useful in the case where we cannot measure
pi directly, but must instead observe qobs; the physical qoi subject to some
added noise . In Box’s [6] formulation, this  represents additional, randomly
fluctuating lurking variables. In this case
qobspxq “ qpxq ` ,
piobspxq “ pipxq `  expp´uTxq.
(10)
In principle, the orthogonality condition V Tu “ 0 could aid in separating signal
from noise. However, we shall see that so long as the noise term is unbiased, we
may use the heteroskedastic form of (10).
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2.5 Pinned variables
Above, we have implicitly assumed that the xE are varied experimentally. In
some cases, a variable is known but intentionally not varied by the experimen-
talist. We call these known but fixed quantities pinned variables. The decision
to pin a variable may be due to cost or safety constraints. With some modifica-
tions, Dimensional Analysis may still be employed for lurking variable detection
in this setting. For a pinned variable, we have knowledge of its physical dimen-
sions DP . We may split x in a form similar to (5)
xT “ pxTE ,xTL,xTP q, (11)
note that D “ rDE ,DL,DP s, and write a relation analogous to (7)
DE∇xEpi “ ´DP∇xP pi ´DL∇xLpi. (12)
If no lurking variables exist, then the quantityDE∇xEpi is expected to lie in the
range of DP . One can use this information to construct a detection procedure,
so long as RpDLq Ę RpDP q. In the case where RpDP q “ Rd, detecting lurking
variables via dimensional analysis using (12) is impossible, asRpDLq Ď RpDP q.
Suppose RpDP q Ă Rd with RankpDP q “ rP ă d, and let W P P Rdˆpd´rP q
be an orthonormal basis for the orthogonal complement ofDP ; that isW TPW P “
Ipd´rP qˆpd´rP q and W
T
PDP “ 0. Then we have
W TPDE∇xEpi “ ´W TPDL∇xLpi. (13)
So long as W TPDL ‰ 0, Equation (13) may enable lurking variable detection.
Note that if RpDP q M RpDLq, then multiplying byW TP will eliminate some in-
formation in DL∇xLpi. Thus, while detection is possible with (13), interpreting
the dimension vector requires more care.
3 Constructing a Detection Procedure
This section details the requisite machinery for our experimental lurking vari-
able detection procedures, which ultimately consist of an experimental design
coupled with a hypothesis test. Stein’s lemma guides the design and enables
the definition of our null and alternative hypotheses, while Hotelling’s T 2 test
provides a suitable statistic.
3.1 Stein’s Lemma
Computing the gradient is challenging in the context of a physical experiment.
The usual approximation techniques of finite differences can be inappropriate in
this setting, where experimental noise may dwarf perturbations to the factors,
and arbitrary setting of levels may be impossible. We do not address the latter
issue and assume continuous variables, but attack the former by pursuing a
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different tack, that of approximating the average gradient through experimental
design.
Stein’s lemma was originally derived in the context of mean estimation; in
our case, we will use it to derive an estimate of the average gradient from point
evaluations of the qoi.[25, 16] If X „ Npµ,Σq where Npµ,Σq is a multivariate
normal distribution with mean µ and invertible covariance matrix Σ, Stein’s
lemma states
Er∇xfpXqs “ Σ´1ErpX ´ µqfpXqs. (14)
We will assume in what follows that the exposed parameters are independent and
free to be drawn according to xE „ NpµE ,ΣEq, with µE and ΣE invertible
selected by the experimentalist, in order to study a desired range of values.
Furthermore, we assume our quantity of interest q is dimensional, and subject
to xE -independent, zero-mean noise . Taking an expectation with respect to
both xE and , and applying Stein’s lemma to the second line of (10) yields
ErΣ´1E pxE ´ µEqpiobspxE ,xLqs “ Er∇xEpipxE ,xLqs
` Er∇xE expp´wTExEqs.
(15)
Note that the noise term vanishes due to its zero-mean. Multiplying by the
dimension matrix yields
ErDEΣ´1E pxE ´ µEqpiobspxE ,xLqs “ ErDE∇xEpipxE ,xLqs. (16)
Equation (16) enables the definition of an appropriate null hypothesis H0 for
lurking variable testing. We denote by H0 the null hypothesis of no dimensional
lurking variables, and by H1 the alternative of present lurking variables. These
hypotheses are defined by
H0 : ErDEΣ´1E pxE ´ µEqpiobspxE ,xLqs “ 0,
H1 : ErDEΣ´1E pxE ´ µEqpiobspxE ,xLqs “ ν.
(17)
Our procedure for dimensional lurking variables is built upon a test for zero
mean of a multivariate distribution. To define a test statistic, we turn to
Hotelling’s T 2 test.
3.2 Hotelling’s T-squared test
Hotelling’s T 2 test is a classical multivariate generalization of the t-test.[4] We
draw n ą d samples according to the design xE,i „ NpµE ,ΣEq with i “
1, . . . , n, and based on evaluations
gi “DEΣ´1E pxE,i ´ µEqpiobspxE,i,xLq P Rd, (18)
define our t statistic via
t2 “ ng¯T Sˆ´1g¯, (19)
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where g¯ is the sample mean of the gi, and Sˆ is the sample covariance
Sˆ “ 1
n´ 1
nÿ
i“1
pgi ´ g¯qpgi ´ g¯qT . (20)
Under a normal gi assumption and H0, Equation (19) follows the distribution
t2 „ T 2d,n´1 “ dpn´ 1qn´ d Fd,n´d, (21)
where Fd,n´d is the central F-distribution with parameters d and n ´ d. Note
that even with xE and  normal, the gi are not necessarily normal, as qpxq may
be an arbitrary function. While the derivation of the reference distribution (21)
requires normality, it is well-known that the associated test is robust to depar-
tures from this assumption.[15, 17] Given this robustness, (21) allows effective
testing of H0. This claim will be further substantiated in Section 5 below.
Suppose we are testing at the α level; let F cd,n´dpαq be the critical test value
based on the inverse CDF for Fd,n´d. We reject H0 if
t2 ě dpn´ 1q
n´ d F
c
d,n´dpαq. (22)
3.3 Factors affecting power
From (7) and (16), we know ν “ ´ErDL∇xLpis. Note that the first two mo-
ments of g are
Ergs ” ν “ ErDE∇xEpis,
Vrgs “ ErggT s ´ ννT . (23)
In the case where H1 holds, under a normal g we find that the test statistic (19)
instead follows[4]
t2 „ dpn´ 1q
n´ d Fd,n´dp∆q, (24)
where Fd,n´dp∆q is a non-central F-distribution with non-centrality parameter
∆ “ nErgsTVrgs´1Ergs, (25)
which implies ∆ ě 0. The power P of our test is then given by
P ” P “Fd,n´dp∆q ě F cd,n´dpαq |H1 ‰ . (26)
Equation (26) implies that larger values of ∆ lead to higher power. To better
understand the contributions to (25), we apply the Sherman-Morrison formula
to Vrgs to separate contributions of ν and other variance components. Doing
so yields
∆ “ n
ˆ
k ` k
2
1´ k
˙
, (27)
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where k “ νTErggT s´1ν. It is easy to see that k P r0, 1s. Based on (27), we
see that power is an increasing function of n and k. However, Taylor expanding
pipxq about µ reveals that ν and ErggT s have different dependencies on the
moments of the sampling distribution, and therefore different dependencies on
µE ,ΣE . Thus, the dependence of power (via k) on the sampling distribution
cannot be known without more knowledge of the functional form of pipxq. For
instance, it is easy to construct simple examples of pipxq which limit to either
power of zero or power of one while scaling ΣE towards zero or infinity.
To see the impact of noise on power, we consider the average outer-product
of the test statistic, given by
ErggT s “DEΣ´1E ErpxE ´ µEqpxE ´ µEqT ppi2 ` expp´2wTExEqτ2qsΣ´1E DTE ,
(28)
where τ2 is the variance of . Through multiple applications of Jensen’s inequal-
ity, we may show
DEΣ
´1
E ErpxE´µEqpxE´µEqT expp´2wTExEqτ2sΣ´1E DTE ě pDEwEqpDEwEqT τ2{Q¯2 ě 0,
(29)
where Q¯ ” expp´wTEµq. Since ErggT s enters as an inverse, Equation (29) shows
that the noise variability τ negatively affects power, as is intuitively expected.
However, since this term is added with the qoi-dependent term, one cannot know
an appropriate scale for τ without more knowledge of the structure of pipxq. We
will see below that the effects of noise can be similar across disparate values of
τ{Q¯.
4 Detecting Lurking Variables
In this section, we present procedures for lurking variable detection. The first
procedure is based entirely upon a priori information. The second combines
Dimensional Analysis (Sec. 2) with the statistical machinery introduced above
(Sec. 3). The final procedure is a modification of the second, introduced to
handle pinned variables. Examples of these procedures are presented below, in
Section 5.
4.1 Detection with a priori information
In some cases, the analyst may detect lurking variables based solely on a priori
information. This can be done with a simple analytic check for dimensional
homogeneity. In the case where no non-dimensionalizing factor can be defined;
that is dpqq R RpDEq, dimensional homogeneity cannot hold. This is a clear
signal that lurking variables affect our qoi.
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4.2 Detection with a physical qoi
This subsection lays out a three-step procedure to test for lurking variables.
Note that in what follows, the lurking variables need not vary, and are assumed
to be fixed throughout the experiment.
This procedure assumes the following setting: Let q be a physical quantity
of interest, with identified predictors xE P RpE and physical dimensions DE P
RdˆpE . Assume dpqq P RpDEq, and that one may vary the xE within acceptable
bounds and evaluate qobspxEq via the experimental setup.
Step 1: Perform dimensional analysis
Solve dpqq “DEwE for wE P RpE ; this enables computation of
piobspxEq “ qobspxEq expp´wTExEq.
Step 2: Design and perform experiment
Choose µE P RdE and ΣE P RpEˆpE in order to select a range of values for
study. Draw samples xE „ NpµE ,ΣEq with i “ 1, . . . , n. Evaluate qobspxEq
via the experimental setup, and use wE from Step 1 to compute piobspxEq.
Step 3: Test
Select a confidence level, form the gi defined by (18), compute t2 via (19),
and compare against the reference distribution defined by (21). If t2 is larger
than the critical value, reject the null hypothesis of no lurking variables.
4.3 Detection in the presence of pinned variables
If a pinned variable affects our qoi, the detection procedure defined above is in-
appropriate. In this case, we recommend a simple modification to the procedure
above, based on (13). In what follows, we assume the same setting as Section
4.2, with the addition of xP P RpP pinned variables, with known dimensions
DP P RdˆpP . These xP remain fixed throughout the experiment. As mentioned
in Section 2.5, interpretation of the dimension vector requires more care.
Step 1: Perform dimensional analysis
Determine rP “ RankpDP q, and check that rP ă d. If so, compute a
basis W P P Rdˆpd´rP q for the orthogonal complement of DP , e.g. via a QR
decomposition.
Step 2: Design and perform experiment
This step remains unchanged; note that xE refers only to those variables
which can be varied.
Step 3: Test
Follow Step 3 above, but modify the gi as defined by (18)
g1i “W TPgi. (30)
Compute t2 via (19) based on the g1i; note that d is replaced with d ´ rP for
this modified statistic. If t2 ě pd´rP qpn´1qn´d`rP F cpP ,n´d`rP pαq, then reject H0.
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5 Detection Examples
5.1 Physical examples
In what follows, we consider two physical examples motivated by engineering
applications: Rough Pipe Flow and Two-Fluid Flow. This section gives a short
description of the examples; full details, including derivations and code sufficient
to reproduce all results below, are available in the Supporting Material. Rough
Pipe Flow has already been introduced above in Section 2.2; the full list of the
predictors, the response, and associated physical dimensions is detailed in Table
3. For Rough Pipe Flow, evaluation of the qoi is based on analytic and empirical
relationships: Poiseuille’s law for laminar flow, and the Colebrook equation to
model behavior from the turbulent onset to full turbulence.[30, 9]
Physical Variable Symbol Physical Dimensions
Pressure Gradient (qoi) ∆PL M
1L´1T´2
Pipe Diameter dP L
Pipe Roughness P L
Fluid Bulk Velocity UF L1T´1
Fluid Density ρF M1L´3
Fluid Viscosity µF M1L´1T´1
Table 3: Physical variables for Rough Pipe Flow.
The second example is Two-Fluid Flow, inspired by an engineering need to
pump viscous fluids at a high rate. In this setting, two immiscible fluids are
assumed to be in steady laminar flow through a channel. The fluids form layers
depicted in Figure 2, where the inner fluid is assumed to be more viscous than
the outer fluid (µi ąą µo). This outer lubricating layer allows faster transport
of the inner fluid, but reduces the effective diameter for pumping. The qoi is the
volumetric flow rate of the inner flow. In this example, evaluation of the qoi is
based on an analytic expression, derived from the Navier-Stokes equations with
some standard simplifying assumptions.[30]
In this example, the qoi is significantly less sensitive to the inner fluid prop-
erties than the other factors. This is by design. Since our lurking variable
detection procedure is based on the sensitivity of the qoi to the lurking vari-
able in question, detecting a lurking inner fluid property is challenging. Note
also that formally, the dimensional qoi is not sensitive to the fluid densities.
These predictors are included to demonstrate that our procedure handles such
unimportant variables automatically.
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Figure 2: Schematic for Two-Fluid Flow. The view is of a cross-section of
an infinite channel formed by two parallel plates. A viscous fluid flows in the
cavity between these two surfaces. Fluid flows from left to right, and the velocity
profile (depicted in blue) across the channel is shown; zero velocity corresponds
to the left boundary of the figure, while positions on the curve further to the
right correspond to greater velocity. The dashed horizontal lines illustrate the
boundary between the inner and outer fluids; the qoi is the flow rate between
the two dashed lines. By design, the flow rate is nearly independent of the inner
flow fluid properties.
Physical Variable Symbol Physical Dimensions
Flow Rate (qoi) q L2T´1
Applied Pressure Gradient ∇P M1L´2T´2
Outer Fluid Thickness h L
Inner Fluid Thickness H L
Outer Fluid Viscosity µo M1L´1T´1
Inner Fluid Viscosity µi M1L´1T´1
Outer Fluid Density ρo M1L´3
Inner Fluid Density ρi M1L´3
Table 4: Physical variables for Two-Fluid Flow
5.2 Analytic detection
As a concrete example of the analytic detection procedure, consider the problem
of Rough Pipe Flow. Suppose an analyst believes that the pipe diameter dP
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and fluid bulk velocity UF are the only factors which affect the qoi. In this case,
the reduced dimension matrix is given in Table 5.
Dimension dP UF ∆P
Mass (M) 0 0 1
Length (L) 1 1 ´1
Time (T) 0 ´1 ´2
Table 5: Reduced dimension matrix for Rough Pipe Flow. The center columns
are DE , while the rightmost column is dpqq. In this case, it is evident that
dimensional homogeneity cannot hold, and a lurking variable must exist.
By inspection, we can see dpqq R RpDEq. One cannot form a non-dimensionalizing
factor from the given predictors; clearly something is missing. Note that none
of the proposed predictors has physical dimensions of Mass; this hints that the
lurking variables must introduce a Mass.
The analysis above can be performed without experimentation, but it is
extremely limited. Suppose that an analyst instead proposed predictors of fluid
density ρF and bulk velocity UF . Then the reduced dimension matrix is given
in Table 6. In this case, dimensional homogeneity holds, and the analyst can
form a non-dimensionalizing factor; the dynamic pressure 12ρFU
2
F .[30] To learn
more, the analyst must turn to fluid mechanics; either analytic or experimental.
Dimension ρF UF ∆P
Mass (M) 1 0 1
Length (L) ´3 1 -1
Time (T) 0 ´1 -2
Table 6: Reduced dimension matrix for Rough Pipe Flow. The center columns
are DE , while the rightmost column is dpqq. In this case, one can form the
dynamic pressure 12ρFU
2
F , which is a suitable non-dimensionalizing factor for
the qoi. To learn more, an experimentalist could collect data to probe the the
functional relationship between the response and predictors. This would reveal
additional variability not predicted by naive Dimensional Analysis.
5.3 Experimental detection
In this section, we perform numerical experiments to test the assumptions in-
troduced in Section 4 above, and assess the efficacy of the proposed detection
procedures. In the following examples, we query an R implementation of the
models above to perform virtual experiments.[21, 31, 29, 13, 11] To mimic ex-
perimental variability, we add zero-mean Gaussian noise to q with a chosen
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standard deviation τ ; we increase τ in each case until a substantial degradation
in power is observed. We simulate lurking variables by choosing a subset of
the variables and fixing them during the experiment. We present various cases
of lurking or pinned variables, in order to demonstrate both the ordinary and
modified detection procedures.
In all cases, we compute a non-dimensionalizing factor from the exposed
variables according to Appendix 8.1. We present sweeps through samples drawn
and noise variability, with N “ 5000 replications at each setting to estimate the
Type I error and power of the detection procedures. A significance level of
α “ 0.05 is used for all examples.
We estimate both Type I error and power as binomial parameters. Type I
error is simulated by considering the case when there are no lurking variables.
Power is estimated by fixing and withholding variables from the analysis to sim-
ulate lurking variables. Since we consider cases where the estimates approach
the extremes of the unit interval, the simple normal approximation is inappro-
priate for our purposes. Below we construct intervals with coverage probability
95% using Wilson’s method, with bounds given by
1
N ` z2
«
Nr ` 1
2
z2 ˘ z
c
NrNf
N
` 1
4
z2
ff
, (31)
where Nr, Nf are the number of replications where we (respectively) reject or
fail to reject, and z is the p1´ 0.95q{2 quantile of the standard normal.[32]
5.3.1 Rough Pipe Flow
The parameters (Tab. 7) of the sampling distribution µE ,ΣE are chosen to
emphasize turbulent flow. In this regime, the roughness of the pipe affects the
qoi. Figure 3 presents Type I error and power curves with 95% confidence
intervals. These results demonstrate Type I error near the requested level, and
increasing detection power with increased sample size. As expected, greater
noise variability leads to less power.
logpρF q logpUF q logpdP q logpµF q logpP q
µE 0.1682 5.7565 0.3965 ´11.3102 ´2.0999
Σ
1{2
E 0.0561 0.3838 0.0448 0.0676 0.0676
Table 7: Sampling parameters for Rough Pipe Flow. The diagonal variance ma-
trix ΣE is determined by the given standard deviation components. Logarithms
are taken using base 10.
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Figure 3: Rough Pipe Flow Type I error (left) and power (right). The left
image demonstrates error near the requested level. The right image considers
a case where the roughness P is a lurking variable. Note that in this experi-
ment, the roughness is held fixed at a nominal value, mimicking the nature of
Reynold’s original 1883 experiment. The results shown here suggest that an
experimentalist could have identified the presence of a lurking variable using a
statistical procedure informed by Dimensional Analysis, rather than employing
domain-specific knowledge.
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Table 8 presents moment estimates for the distribution of p-values in the null-
following case, at various settings of n and τ . For an exact reference distribution
under the null hypothesis, the p-values follow the uniform distribution on r0, 1s,
which has mean and variance 0.5, 1{12 « 0.083 respectively. The results are
compatible with a uniform distribution of p-values across a wide range of n, τ ,
endorsing the assumptions used to derive the reference distribution. Figure 4
depicts the empirical distribution of p-values at n “ 6400, τ “ 100, enabling a
more detailed assessment of our assumptions.
0.00
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0.50
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0.00 0.25 0.50 0.75 1.00
p−value
EC
DF
Figure 4: Rough Pipe Flow p-value empirical CDF with no lurking variables,
n “ 6400, τ “ 100. Sorted p-values are denoted by dots, with an added red
diagonal. The distribution of p-values is approximately uniform, endorsing the
choice of reference distribution.
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n τ
0.00 100.00 500.00
100 0.49, 0.0750 0.48, 0.0736 0.47, 0.0693
200 0.46, 0.0747 0.47, 0.0757 0.48, 0.0731
400 0.49, 0.0791 0.47, 0.0782 0.47, 0.0710
800 0.48, 0.0779 0.48, 0.0813 0.47, 0.0715
1600 0.49, 0.0853 0.50, 0.0788 0.48, 0.0756
3200 0.48, 0.0830 0.50, 0.0814 0.48, 0.0757
6400 0.51, 0.0828 0.49, 0.0801 0.49, 0.0794
Table 8: Rough Pipe Flow moment estimates of p-value distribution with no
lurking variables. Results are presented as pairs of mean, variance. Note that
Up0, 1q has first moments 0.5 and 1{12 « 0.083. These results suggest that
under these conditions, the empirical distribution of p-values is approximately
uniform, with the greatest deviations occurring at low sample count and high
noise variability.
5.3.2 Two-Fluid Flow
The parameters of the sampling distribution µE ,ΣE are chosen to emphasize
a large viscosity ratio µi ąą µo and a reasonable range for the other design
parameters. We alternately consider the flow variables ρ, µ as lurking, switching
between the inner and outer pairs. Figures 5 and 6 present Type I error and
power curves. The right image in Figure 5 demonstrates power indistinguishable
from α “ 0.05 at the studied sample counts n; this is the case where the inner
flow variables are lurking. As noted above, the qoi only weakly depends on
these variables, as per engineering design. This example demonstrates that
some lurking variables are inherently challenging to detect.
logp∇P q logphq logpHq logpµoq logpµiq logpρoq logpρiq
µE 1.0397 ´1.7533 0.3466 0.3466 3.8005 0.3466 1.4979
Σ
1{2
E 0.3466 0.1831 0.1155 0.1155 0.0372 0.1155 0.0372
Table 9: Sampling parameters for Two Fluid Flow. The diagonal variance
matrix ΣE is determined by the given standard deviation components.
Figure 6 considers cases where the outer viscosity is lurking. The right image
considers the inner thickness as a pinned variable, while the left image varies
all the exposed variables. Note that the right image necessitates the modified
procedure to address the pinned variable. Figure 6 demonstrates that for Two-
Fluid Flow and this particular combination of variables, the presence of a pinned
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Figure 5: Two-Fluid Flow Type I error (left) and power (right). The right image
considers a case where the inner viscosity is lurking. This test case demonstrates
that some lurking variable are inherently challenging to detect.
variable does not result in a significant power loss. Table 10 presents moment
estimates for the distribution of p-values in the case with no lurking variables.
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Figure 6: Two-Fluid Flow power without (left) and with (right) pinned variables.
Both cases consider the outer viscosity as a lurking variable, while the right
additionally considers the inner thickness as a pinned variable. In the cases
considered here, the presence of a pinned variable does not result in a significant
power loss.
As described above, the quantity ν contains useful information if lurking
variables exist. To illustrate, we consider realizations of the sample estimate νˆ in
the two cases considered in Figure 6. For comparison, we compute the quantity
W PW
T
PDL and scale this vector to have the same length as the estimate νˆ;
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n τ
0.00 0.50 1.00
100 0.48, 0.0743 0.50, 0.0820 0.51, 0.0803
200 0.48, 0.0832 0.48, 0.0793 0.49, 0.0825
400 0.47, 0.0773 0.50, 0.0843 0.51, 0.0838
800 0.50, 0.0815 0.49, 0.0831 0.49, 0.0801
1600 0.51, 0.0807 0.49, 0.0839 0.50, 0.0807
3200 0.49, 0.0799 0.49, 0.0910 0.50, 0.0832
6400 0.51, 0.0835 0.51, 0.0829 0.51, 0.0789
Table 10: Two-Fluid Flow moment estimates of p-value distribution with no
lurking variables. These results suggest that under these conditions, the distri-
bution of p-values is uniform.
this quantity is reported as w. Since there is only one lurking variable in these
cases, we expect that Erνˆs “ w.
Case M L T
Without pinned var νˆL 0.8165 -0.9752 -0.7370
wL 0.8487 -0.8487 -0.8487
With pinned var νˆR 0.6731 0.0000 -0.6064
wR 0.6406 0.0000 -0.6406
Table 11: Two-Fluid Flow dimension vector estimates. Note that interpreting
the dimension vector is relatively straightforward in the case without pinned
variables; since the lurking variable is a viscosity, the dimension vector matches
the expected p1,´1,´1qT , up to a scaling constant. While these results are
encouraging, further work is necessary to provide a formal test procedure.
6 Discussion
In this article, we presented a modified form of the Buckingham pi theorem
suitable for testing the presence of lurking variables. We then constructed ex-
perimental detection procedures based on a sampling plan informed by Stein’s
lemma, a reference distribution arising from Hotelling’s T 2 test, and reasonable
assumptions on the distribution of the response. We supported these assump-
tions through example problems inspired by engineering applications.
Two points are important to elucidate: the requirements on sampling design,
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Figure 7: Two-Fluid Flow p-value empirical CDF with no lurking variables,
n “ 6400, τ “ 0.5. Sorted p-values are denoted by dots, with an added red
diagonal. The distribution of p-values is approximately uniform, endorsing the
choice of reference distribution.
and the sample size requirements for reasonable power. Note that our exper-
imental detection procedure requires that samples be drawn from a Gaussian
distribution; this precludes factors which take values at fixed levels. Nonethe-
less, the potential applications of this approach are myriad, as many physical
systems of practical interest feature continuous predictors.
Second, our results suggest that for low sample counts pn ă 100q, the de-
tection power may be unacceptably low pă 0.05q. To achieve reasonable power,
say 0.80, our numerical experiments suggest that n ą 1000 is necessary for these
detection procedures. While sample counts in the thousands are not uncommon
for computer experiments, such requirements are beyond a reasonable count for
many physical experiments. However, recent advances in microfluidics have en-
abled kilohertz-throughput experiments which could easily reach our sampling
requirements.[1] On the macro-scale, so-called cyber-physical systems enable the
automated collection of data, such as 1260 unique cases of pitching and heaving
conditions of an airfoil.[28] Of course, our immediate goal for future work is to
reduce the sampling requirements; the intent of the present article is to provide
a lucid treatment of detection fundamentals, and to illustrate these principles
with minimal assumptions.
Note that in this article, we make relatively modest assumptions on the func-
tional relation between response and predictors. Stein’s lemma may be regarded
as implicitly utilizing the smoothness of the response. One could potentially em-
ploy stronger assumptions to fruitful ends; namely, increasing power.
Finally, we hope that both the analysis and procedures presented here prove
useful to further study. As Albrecht et al.[3] note, Dimensional Analysis is less-
studied in the statistics community, and certainly has more untapped potential.
We have found the analytical framework presented in Section 2 helpful in rea-
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soning about lurking variables, and hope that others find it similarly useful.
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8 Appendix
Remark (Unit Systems). There is historical precedent for changing unit sys-
tems; the 1875 Treaty of the Metre established a standard unit of length based
on a prototype metre, kept in controlled conditions. This was redefined again in
1960 in terms of the krypton-86 spectrum, to avoid the obvious issues of such a
prototype definition.[26] The meter was redefined several times since, and now
is based on the distance light travels in a vacuum in 1{299, 792, 458 seconds.[27]
8.1 Unique non-dimensionalizing factor
Suppose we have some dimensional qoi q. We may form a dimensionless qoi pi
by constructing a non-dimensionalizing factor as a power-product of the input
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quantities z. Such a non-dimensionalizing factor satisfies rśpi“1 zuii s “ rqs.
Having found such a non-dimensionalizing vector u P Rp, we may form
pi “ q
pź
i“1
z´uii “ q expp´uT logpzqq.
Dimensional homogeneity demands that dpqq P RpDq, thus a non-dimensionalizing
factor always exists. However, an analyst may not be aware of the full z, and
may know only of the exposed variables zE . A non-dimensionalizing vector
uE may not exist for the exposed factors, and is not necessarily unique. As
Bridgman [7] notes, one must have dpqq P RpDEq in order for dimensional ho-
mogeneity to hold. Below we prove existence and uniqueness of a particular uE
under this condition.
Theorem 1 (Existence of a unique non-dimensionalizing factor). If a physical
relationship is dimensionally homogeneous in the full z, and some zE are known
with dpqq P RpDEq, there exists a unique non-dimensionalizing vector uE˚ P RpE
for the qoi q that is orthogonal to the nullspace of DE.
Proof of Theorem 1. Since dpqq P RpDEq, we know a solution toDEuE “ dpqq
exists. Denote rE “ RankpDEq. Employing the Rank-Nullity theorem, let
V E P RpEˆppE´rEq be a basis for NullpDEq. Define the matrix
M “
«
DE
V TE
ff
, (32)
and note that M P Rpd`pE´rEqˆpE . Define the vector b P Rpd`pE´rEq via
bT “ rdpqqT ,0T s, where 0 P RpE´rE . Then the solution to the linear system
MuE “ b is a non-dimensionalizing vector for q, and is orthogonal to the
nullspace of DE .
Note that dpqq P RpDEq and 0 P RpV TEq, thus the augmented matrix
rM |bs has the property RankpMq “ RankprM |bsq. Note also that there are rE
independent rows inDE and pE´rE independent rows in V TE , withDEV E “ 0.
Thus we have RankpMq “ pE . By the Rouché-Capelli theorem, we know that
a solution uE˚ to MuE “ b exists and is unique.
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